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Author's response to reviews:

Section headings - Please use sentence case for all headings and sub-headings in the manuscript (i.e. remove all unnecessary capitals).
done.

Headers- We are unable to accommodate headers in the full text version of the manuscript. Can we ask you to remove the headers from the manuscript?
done.

Manuscript sections - Manuscript sections should include (in the following order): Abstract; Background; Implementation; Results; Discussion (if applicable); Conclusions; Availability and requirements; Abbreviations (if any); Authors' contributions;

Have changed manuscript type to "debate". Have made the appropriate heading changes within the abstract and body of the paper.

Acknowledgements; References; Figure legends (if any); Tables (if any); Description of Additional files (if any).
done.

Conclusion- Please change the section heading to Conclusions.
see above now call Summary.

Availability and requirements- Pleas provide an 'Availability and requirements' section after the Conclusions.
see above. removed.

Competing interests -Please place this section after the Availability and requirements section.
done.

Figure legends- Please revise the figure legends provided in the manuscript text to ensure the title and legend accurately refer to the figure files.
done.

Figures - It is important for the final layout of the manuscript that the figures are cropped as closely as possible to minimise white space around the image. Our online figure cropping guide may be of some help, and can be viewed here: http://www.biomedcentral.com/info/ifora/cropping.
done.